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SUPPLY CIIAIN PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT: A LITERATURE
REVIEw

Gamze Arabelenl, Okan Tuna2

Abstract -In modern business environmenl, supply chain management, as an effective bıniııess philosophy,
has become importaııt among both the academics and practitioners. In recent years, with the evaluation of
supply chain management, a great many articles dealing with the theory and practice of supply chaiıı
management hove been published, but the topics of performance measurement and metrics do not receive
adequate attention. The role of these measures and metrics in the success of an organization can not be
underestimated because they provide the necessary assistonce for performance improvement in terms of
supply chain management. However, the process of choosing appropriate supply clıain measures is dfficult
due to the complexity of these systems. The purpose of this paper is to review a sample of the literature
relating to performaııce measurement and metrics in supply chain management. The pqper context includes
evaluating which procedures are currently used in practice and academic reseorch to develop and analyze
performance measures and to a,r,se,§,§ the general issues regarding performance measlrement in supply chain
integration.
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-Integration, 

Metrics, Performance Measurement, Supply Chain Management

INTRODUCTION

In today's competitive business environment, companies are striving to gain an appropriate percentage of
the market share. Comparıies understand that the key to survival in a competitive market is to generate
substantial profit by operating at the lowest possible cost. Despite the difficulties of identifuing logistics costs,
many orgarrizations are surprised by their scale and start to look for savings from those costs [15].

In modern business environments, characterized by ever-increasing competition and economy
globalization, manufacturers have been exploiting innovative technologies and strategies to achieve and
sustain competitive advantage. As an effective business philosophy, supply chain management has become
important among both the academics and practitioners community in the recent years.

Nowadays, more than ever, manufacturers face an increasing pressure of customer's requirements in
product customization, quality improvement, arıd demarıd responsiveness. On the other hand they need to
reduce production cost, shorten lead time, and lower inventory level to ensure profitability. In order to survive
under these pressures, more and more enterprises are striving to develop long-term strategic partnerships with
a few competent suppliers and collaborate with them in product development, inventory control, and non-core
process outsourcing [6]. Moreover, various value-adding processes from material purchasing, production and
assembly, to distribution and customer order delivery are integrated arıd synchronized to achieve the common
goal of enhancing customer satisfaction. In this connection, the paradigm of modern business management has
witnessed a significant change from competing as solely autonomous entities to competing as integrated
supply chains Il3].

Over the last decade of evolution of supply chain management, a steady stream of articles dealing with the
theory and practice of supply chain management have been published, but the topic of performaırce
measurement does not receİve adequate consİderatİon İn supply chain management t5]- tl0] -[l2]. As an
indispensable management tool, performance measurement provides the necessary assistance for performance
improvement in pursuit of supply chain excellence.
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Supply chain management has been a major component of competitive stratery to enhance orgarıizational
productivity and profitability. By the late l980's, outsourcing in US industries contributed to nearly 600/o of
the total product cost. In the UK, a survey showed that 40Yo of the UK's domestİc product was spent on
distribution and logistics related activities [2]. Such fındings and developments present significant visible
impact of distribution, purchasing, aııd supply management on company assets. Managers in maııy industries,
especially those in manufacturing, aıe trying to better manage supply chains. Important methodologies like
just-in-time, total quality management, lean production and Kaizen have been embraced. The concept of
supply chain management (SCüO, according to reference [l9], represents the most advanced state in üe
evolutionary development of purchasing, procrrrement and other supply chain activities. At the operational
level, this brings together functions that are as old as coınmerce itself - seeking goods, buying them, storing
them and distributing them. At the strategic level, SCM is a relatively new and rapidly expanding discipline
that is tansforming the way that manufacfuring and non-manufacturing operations meet the needs of their
customers.

The intent of this literature review is to document and analyze literature relating to the need for supply
chain perforınance measurement aııd basic criteria in determining the most appropriate perforınance
measurement systems and metrics.

The main aim of the study is to evaluate which procedures are currently used in practice and academic
research to develop and analyze performance measures, to assess the general issues regarding performance
measurement and to understand basic criteria in determining the most appropriate performance measurement

systems.

THE NEED FOR SUPPLY CHAIN PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

Research in this area evaluates how supply chain performalce measures zıre currently selected and

arıa|yzed within organizations. They focus on classiffing measures in different type of categories, where the

modeling element is not always considered. ln these researches, alarge number of performance measures have

been used to characterize manufacturing systems, production, distribution and inventory systems.
Traditionally, performance measurement is defined as the process of quantiffing effectiveness arıd

efficiency of action tl7]. In other words, measuring performance means transferring the complex reality of
performance into a sequence of limited symbols that can be communicated and reported under similar
circumstarıces [14].

In modern business management, performance measurement assumes a far more significant role than
quantification and accounting. Performance measurement can provide important feedback information to

enable managers to monitor performance, reveal progress, enhance motivation and communication, and

diagrıose problems. ln supply chain management, performance measurement can facilitate inter-understanding
and integration among the supply chain members. It also provides insight to reveal the effectiveness of
strategies and to identifu success and potential opporh-ınities. It makes an indispensable contribution to

decision making in supply chain management, particularly in re-designing business goals and strategies, and

re-engineering processes.

PERFORMANCE MEASURLMENT AND METRICS IN SIIPPLY CIIAIN MANAGEMENT

Some researchers have addressed performance measurement in supply chain management. Reference [4]
categorizes performance meu§ures in eisting literature into two groups: qualitative and quantitative where
customer satisfaction and responsiveness, flexibility, supplier performance, costs and others for supply chain
modeling discussed.

Supply chain models have predominantly utilized two different performance measures [5]:
ı cost includes inventory costs and operating costs
. A combination of cost and customer responsiveness includes lead time, stock out probability and

fill rate.

Although other performance measures such as
ı customer satisfaction [7],
ı information flow [18],
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a supplier performance [ 8],

may be important characteristics of a supply chain, their use in supply chain models is challenging, since
the qualitative nature of such meuısures makes them difficult to incorporate into quantitative models.

Single Supply Chain Performance Measures

The use of a single performance measure is affractive because of its simplicity. However, if a single
measure is utilized, this measure adequately describes the performance. Reference [3] identified and evaluated
various individual supply chain performance measures. The author emphasized that there are significant
weaknesses in performance measures, based on such criteria as inclusiveness, universality, measurability, and
consistency. But the most consistent weakness for these mez§ures is inclusiveness. In order for a measure to
be inclusive, it must measure all pertinent aspects of the supply chain.

Although cost as a resource measure is important, reference [16] identifies many shortcomings of relying
on cost as the sole performance meuısure:

. a lack ofrelevance ofcost categories
ı costs distortions and
ı infleibility

Reference [16] emphasizes that the type of measures required for a manufacfuring organization are
directly related to the marıufacturing strategy chosen by the company. The relationships with performance
measures arıd strategic goals are as follows:

. The company may determine if its performance is meeting its strategic goals; and

. People in the organizationwill concentrate on what is measured; thus the performance measure
will steer company direction.

Strategic goals involve key elements that include the measurement of resources, output and flexibility.

TABLE l
Goals of performance Measure Types

Performance Measure Type
Resources

Flexibility

Goal
High level of efficiency

High level of customer service

Ability to respond to a
changing environment

Purpose
Effi cient resource management

is critical to profitability.
Without acceptable output,
customers will furn to other

supply chains
ln an uncertain environment,
supply chains must be able to

respond to change

Output

Source: "Measuring Supply Chain Performance", Benita M. Beamon"'International Journal of
Operations& Production Managemenl ", Vol.19 No:3 1999

Resource measures include inventory levels, personnel requirements, equipment utilization, enerry usage
and cost. Resources are generally measured in terms of the minimum requirements (quantity) or a composite
efficiency measure. Resource mezısurement is an important part of the measurement system. Too few
resorırces can negatively affect the output and the flexİbİlity of the system, while the deployment of too many
resources artificially increases the system's requirements.

One general goal of supply chain analysis is resource minimization. Although a minimum level of output
is often specified, the effect of reducing resources on the flexibility of üe supply chain is not often
considered.

Output met§ures include customer responsiveness, quality and the quantity of final product produced.
Many output performance measures are easily represented numerically, such as:

ı number of items produced,
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. time required to produce a particular item or set of items,

. number of on-time deliveries (orders).

Flexibility meu§ures which are seldom used in supply chain analysis, can measure a system's ability to

accommodate volume and schedule fluctuations from suppliers, manufacturers aırd customers [5].

Suppty Chain Reference Model (SCOR Model)

The SCOR model was developed in the mid - l990s by a cross industry consortium of over 70 companies

in the USA called the Supply Chain Council. SCOR defines common supply chaİn management processes and

matches these with best practice, benchmarked performarıce measures and use of software. The purPose is to

provide a generic framervork for measuring supply chain performance and identi§ing areas for improvement

t 1].
The model is based around four generic supply chain management functions of planning, purchasing,

manufacturing and distributi on.
The benefits of model reported in the literafure include: the potential for "strategic" level improvements

in supply chain management through the use of the benchmarking tools; provision of a conrmon platform for

communication between trading partners that does not require specialized training or expertise; identification

of points of leverage in the supply chain enabling more effective allocation of resources; provision of clear

standards, processes and performance measures for the management of a supply chain at the industry level;

and the enabling of more rapid development of supply chain marıagement software applications [20].

A New Framework for Supply Chain Performance Measurement

Reference [1l] emphasizes that the evaluation of suppliers in the context of the supply chain (efficiency,

flow, integration, responsiveness and customer satisfaction) involves measures important at the strategic,

operational and tactical level [1 l].
The strategic, operational and tactical levels are the hierarchies in function, wherein policies and trade-

offs can be distinguished and suitable control exerted [2].
o The strategic level measures influence üe top level management decisions, very often

reflecting investigation of broad based policies, corporate financial plans, competitiveness and

level ofadherence to organizational goals.
. Tactical level deals with resource allocation and measuring performance against targets to be

met in order to achieve results specified at the strategic level.
. operational level measurements and metrics require accurate data arıd assess the results of

decisions of low level managers.

The metrics that are used in performance measurement and improvement should be those that truly
capture the essence of orgaruzational performance. A measwement system should facilitate üe assignment of
metrics to where they would be most appropriate. For effective performance measurement and improvement,

measurement goals must represent organizational goals and metrics selected should reflect a balance between

financial and non-financial measures that can be related to strategic, tactical and operational levels ofdecision
making and conffol.

FINDINGS OF THE LITERATIJRE REVIEW

Supply chain management, analysis, and improvement is becoming increasingly important. The literature

includes approaches to supply chain management in addition to supply chain models. The performance

measrrres utilized in these models directly affects their real-world applicability. This reseaıch describes and

evaluates üe various types of performance mez§ures that have been used in supply chain modeling, and

discusses the applicabitity of these measures. Table 2 summarizes the supply chain models available in the

literature and üe corresponding measures used in the supply chain measurement literature.
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CONCLUSION

In recent years, organizational performance meEısurement and metrics in the success of an organization

can not be overstated because they affect strategic, tactical and operational planning and control. Performance

measurement and metrics have an important role to play in setting objectives, evaluating performance, and

determining future courses of actions.
Performance measurement selection is a critical step in the design and evaluation of any system.

Generally, the larger and more complex the system, the more challenging it becomes to measwe effectively.

While there is an ever-increasing number of supply chain models presented in the literature, there is very little

available in supply chain perforınance meu§rrre selection. As such, many of the existing models use

inappropriate oİineffective performance mez§ures that are limited in scope (non-inclusive). This PaPer reveals

the key issues in the existing performance metrics in the supply chain management context-

Performance measurement and metrics have an important role to play in setting objectives, evaluating

performance, and determining fufiıre courses of actions. Until now, cost, activiğ time, customer

responsiveness and flexibility have all been used by the researchers as supply chain performance meEısures

eiüer singly or jointly. The most consistent rveakness for these performar_ıce mez§ures was inclusiveness. In

order for a meuısure to be inclusive, it must mezısrıre all pertinent aspects of the supply chain. The measures

chosen must coincide rvith the organizational strategic goals. This measurement system can then allow studY

of üe interactions zımong the measures or can at least ensure a minimum level of performance in different

areu§.
Additional research and practitioner-driven initiatives are needed in the area of supply chain performance

measurement. Creative efforts are needed to design new meu§wes and new programs for assessing the

performance of the supply chain as a whole, as well as the performance of each orgarıization that is a Part of
the supply chain.
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